Recruitment report
From 13-10-2014
Till 29-10-2014

It was hold up as three phases

1-Recruitment
A-online recruitment
Started on 13-10-2014
Ended on 19-10-2014
Materials:
  Google form recruitment
B-recruitment in our faculty
Started on 21-10-2014
Ended on 23-10-2014
Materials:
  1- Description papers about EPSF and EPSF AUG and
definitions for each committee
  2-recruitment form
  3-inf disk
  4-ballons, our banner, smile faces

Result: 80 recruitment paper
tasks are Alternative to interviews
It aims that you can evaluate persons better by giving them tasks
Performance is better than words
Tasks started on 27-10-2014
Till 28-10-2014
Location: international garden at Nasser city
Ph tasks were:
1-diseases competition
2-inf competition

CE tasks where
1-general info competition

Pd tasks
1-patient counseling competition

Treasurer and pr tasks
Negotiation competition
Media
Photography competition

Sec gen
Documentation competition

Oc

Oc competition

Materials
1-sheets
2-colour pens
3-camera 13 megapixels
It was on 29-10-2014

**Location:** faculty of pharmacy Alazher University for girls

In it

1- The board was announced in the attendance of the faculty dean: Dr. sawsan abdelmenem

The association super vise: Dr. magda fathy

2- We played games with pharmacy students

3- president OF EPSF AUG: Asmaa Hegazy talked about EPSF AUG and its activities

**AT THE ENF OF RECRUITMENT**

**WE GAINED**

30 ACTIVE STUDENTS WITH US IN OUR ASSOSIATION EPSF AUG BECAME WELL KNOWN IN OUR FACUALTY2

**WE RAISED OUR SPIRIT AND INHANCE OUR TEAM WORK**